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CASE STUDY

Leading Pharmacy
Retailer in the UK Boosts
Productivity with Plutora

Customer
The United Kingdom’s leading
pharmacy-led health and beauty
retailer with over 2,500 stores
in most high streets, shopping

Business Objective
Increase efficiency of software delivery.

Challenges

140%

metrics were impeding efficiency.

30%

reduced risk, and optimized utilization
of environments and time.

Region
United Kingdom
Industry

Less time spent
collaborating with single
source of truth.

Products
Plutora Release
Plutora Environments

Benefits
Increased release velocity,

Increase in test
environment
productivity.

Retail

Siloed visibility, environment conflicts,
and lack of information on project

centers and airport terminals.

Results

100%

Live visibility into the
status of releases and
environments.

Plutora Deploy

Challenges in Software Delivery
When you’re a household name that customers have trusted for over one hundred

Key Highlights
The retailer created Centralized

years for their health and beauty needs, you can’t let them down.

Environment Management

The largest pharmacy-led retailer in the United Kingdom knew this all too well.

its release and environment

The company understood the importance of a seamless user experience for their
customers - whether they were using the official app on their phones or standing in

Services (CEMS) to improve
management. CEMS had 12
employees and an annual budget

the checkout line at one of their 2,500 stores.

of 1.6 million pounds.

Behind the scenes, the retail giant’s IT teams were running into a host of challenges

Processes

while struggling to maintain and improve software delivery.
There was no single view of portfolio, projects and test environment requirements
over time. Environment clashes were causing inefficient use of time and resources.
Limited environment visibility and an absence of environment booking tools to
support governance and stakeholder management was leading to project delays and
production bugs.
Excel spreadsheets were becoming increasingly complex and divergent to meet the

Processes were manual and errorprone. Releases and environments
across portfolios were being
managed through increasingly
complex spreadsheets. Poor
project tracking was leading to
production issues.

needs of different portfolios. Poor project tracking was leading to production issues

Technology

and missed steps. Poor data integrity and production issues were leading to a lack of

Past – spreadsheets, slides, and

compliance and security.
The Centralized Environment Management Services (CEMS) team decided to look for
a solution to overcome these challenges and improve the efficiency and predictability

email.
Present – Plutora.

of software delivery.

Partnering with Plutora
After a thorough external review, CEMS found Plutora to be the most cost-effective
and functional test environment and release management tool. CEMS engaged
Plutora to deliver the following outcomes:
•

A single view of all projects and allocated environments across the portfolio.

•

Greater transparency and visibility for test environment planning through unified
scheduling.

•

Centralized environment booking and change requests for testing and change
management.

•

Ensured allocation of correctly configured environments to the associated
releases and prompt handling of any conflicts and outages.

•

Stored core configuration details for each environment and co-existing company
infrastructure.

•

Engaged stakeholders with up-to-date dashboards, alerts, notifications, analysis,
metrics, and reporting.

“Plutora improved our test
environment management
productivity by 140%.”
Senior Test Environment Manager
at the retailer

“Plutora formed a partnership with us,” said the Senior Test Environment Manager
at the retailer. “We managed Plutora’s implementation in three phases to ensure a
smooth transition and successful user adoption.”
In the first stage, the retailer ran a pilot and was satisfied that the tool contained
all mission-critical processes to ensure that the core release, environment and
deployment capabilities were well-tuned. The retailer was also assured that Plutora
required no infrastructure investment because it is a Software as a Service (SaaS)
solution.

Summary of Benefits

Next up was the ‘Go Live’ phase of the implementation during which Plutora identified
pain points where information was incomplete or was being re-entered. In the last
phase, Plutora helped CEMS optimize their processes by helping them deploy and

•

environment bookings, schedule,

use Plutora modules more effectively.

Benefits

Single source of truth for
changes and configurations

•

Consistent, scalable process

•

Reduced environment contention

•

Less disruption and rework

•

Optimized use of resources

•

Seamless coordination

The retailer realized quick time to value as soon as it kicked off the implementation.

•

Fast time to value

Release and environment teams are no longer dependent on spreadsheets.

•

Better, quicker decision-making

Processes are consistent and streamlined, resulting in better quality and
predictability.
CEMS has enhanced productivity as they can now instantly identify environment
conflicts and effectively manage environments leading to more efficient use of time
and resources and an improvement in the team’s capability.
Plutora has helped the retailer avoid any environment and release failures which is
a huge win for CEMS. The need for rework has steadily decreased because of fewer
production issues.
Plutora has enabled better collaboration and coordination among projects with

“We had a productivity gain
of £174,069 with a payback
period of 10 months.”

centralized data and environment bookings. All stakeholders are more engaged now
as Plutora gives them complete visibility into the software delivery process with a

Senior Test Environment Manager

single source of truth. They can make the right decisions with information that is

at the retailer

always accurate and up-to-date.
Plutora provides all the necessary features such as an enterprise release calendar,
environment metrics and customizable dashboards, which make project tracking a
piece of cake for CEMS. Plutora has also helped improve compliance and security
with its robust governance functionality.

Learn more: www.plutora.com
Email: contact@plutora.com

Plutora is the market leader of release, test environment, and test management solutions for enterprise
IT. The Plutora Platform transforms IT release processes by correlating data from existing toolchains and
automating manual processes providing a single view of releases and associated metrics, such as testing
quality. Plutora benefits organizations by providing predictability in the software release process, improving
the speed and frequency of releases, and better aligning IT software development and business strategy.

